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(1940a: 180). Yet only a few sentences later we read that, although in an
 “uninstitutionalized form . , . prophets are tribal figures” (1940a: 189).

More astoundingly, immediately following this, Evans-Pritchard adds: “But
they have a further significance, for their influence extended over tribal

 boundaries” (1940a; 189).
Perhaps these statements do not present unresolvable contradictions,

but a reconciliation of the conflicting ideas would surely involve an inelegant
general proposition. The basic point, though, is that the clarity of vision and
internal consistency which were the hallmarks of Evans-Pritchard’s ethno
graphy are conspicuously absent in this particular instance. An additional
anomaly characterizes the author’s representation of the prophets, for it is
almost devoid of a temporal background. In essence, Evans-Pritchard con
cluded, from what can only be described as a casual review of the oral and
written sources, that these figures are a recent political force, dating to the
Mahdist period in the Northern Sudan (Evans-Pritchard 1940«: 186-187).

 This position is inconsistent with Howell’s more convincing argument
on the same score. He points out that the Nuer concept of ruic Naadh, which
he translates as “leaders of the people,” refers to prophets in the Nuer past,

 as well as to those who emerged in opposition to more recent external

pressures (Howell 1954; 30). In general, Howell’s model of Nuer political
organization places a greater emphasis on the potential for centralized leader
ship than Evans-Pritchard allows for, and also draws attention to the latter’s
failure to introduce and evaluate the Nuer notion of ruic Naadh in its histori

cal context. This is particularly surprising in light of Evans-Pritchard’s own
critical comments on the failure of anthropologists to appreciate the value
of a diachronic perspective in the interpretation of ethnographic data (Evans-
 Pritchard 1962). In sum, on this particular subject, Evans-Pritchard’s analysis
fails to meet his usual standards, resulting in a seriously deficient estimation
of the political function of Nuer prophets which has been readily apparent
 to his predecessors.

An explanation for this unusual state of affairs can take either one of
two forms. First, there is the obvious; in the course of research and latter
reflection, Evans-Pritchard did not fully appreciate the true political in
fluence of Nuer prophets. Despite its implication of an intellectual failing
on the part of a consummate scholar, most would consider this simple
explanation adequate. This is a common and innocuous enough alternative
to entertain, but too difficult to accept for anyone who has seriously studied
Evans-Pritchard’s work on the Nuer. However, there also exists the second
possibility that Evans-Pritchard was not as intellectually naive as this line of
reasoning presupposes, and that instead he obscured and underdeveloped the
role of prophets for complex reasons of a personal nature. This hypothesis
raises a concern for moral tenets, and thus broaches admittedly more delicate
and controversial issues. Nonetheless, it may be more reasonable than the
assumption of a gross technical failing on the part of someone justly recog
nized as a master of anthropology.


